
“If you want to shine like a sun,
you need to burn like a sun”

A family from Bihar decides 
to live in Gujarat to earn 
their bread. Despite of 
being Bhojpuri, the boy 
from this family studies in 
Gujarati medium. Initially 
he struggled a lot, however 
he still managed to achieve 
success in his life. In every 
field he enters, he aims his 
position at the top.
Yes, he is Rahul Paswan 
who has recently passed 9th 

standard with 4th position 
in his class. He has achieved 
so many things in his life 
that a normal kid can only 
dream about it. 
He got 1st in drawing, 3rd 
in calligraphy and essay 
writing competition titled 
“A Sparrow”. He had done 
anchoring in Annual Day  
and Farewell in 8th std in his 

school. 
He passed Hindi पहली, 
दूसरी, तीसरी and िवनीत exam 
conducted by Gujarat 
Vidhyapith and always 
secured position in top 3 
for his school.
He is active in scout guide 
in which he was awarded 
by Mr. O P Kohli, Governor 
of Gujarat. He is NCC cadet 
in his school and went for 
firing camp in Rampura 
village, Bakrol. 
He has participated in many 
science fair organized by 
various schools. He won 
1st price for making a 
rocket  model in science 
fair at Bakrol. He made 
a wind generator in 7th 
std. Till now, he has made 
remote controlled car, 
hydraulic jack, projector, 
air conditioner and various 
other instruments by 
himself. He is also fond of 
reading books and he has 
developed his own mini 
library of 30 books. 
Although he is not from 
a well-educated family, 
his achievements are 
remarkable. His father does 
paint work to run his family 
of 6 members including 
Rahul’s 3 siblings. 
Despite his poor financial 
conditions family condition, 
he aims to be Automobile 
Engineer in future. We wish 
him all the good luck for 
his career.
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“A dream doesn’t become reality through magic;
 it takes sweat, determination and hard work. ...”
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Performance in Volcano 2018
Bachhpan got an opportunity 

to spread its idea to the society. 
Our students performed a dance 
and showcased their hidden 
talent to the residents of Anand-

Vidyanagar in Volcano in Volcano 
2018 organized by Rotary Club 
Anand Round Town and Anand 
Nagarpalika. 

Bachhpan as a Partner NGO
Bachhpan was a partner NGO 

for the annual function ‘Milaap’ at 
IRMA of IRMA (Institution of Rural 
Management Anand). 

On the 1st day, drawing 
competition was organized for our 
students where they where they 
drew innovative drawings. The 
management provided drawing 
kits to all the students. On the 2nd day, ‘Anand Run’, a 

6 km marathon was organized. 
Our students and volunteers 
successfully participated and 
completed it. Refreshment was 
also provided to all the participants 
atthe end. 
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6th Annual Day Celebration
There is a brilliant child 

locked inside every student, 
and at Bachhpan we create the 
opportunity to showcase the 
talent of innocent minds.

(Ex. Forest Officer), Ms. Manisha 
Shah (Relationship Manager of UTI 
Mutual Fund) and Mr. Mukeshbhai 
Patel (Principal of Makanpura 
School). 

On  February 13, 2018,  
Bachhpan celebrated its 6th 
Annual Day. Around 184 students 
exhibited their hidden talent 
through performances and over 
700 students witnessed the Annual 
Day. The event commenced with 
lighting the lamp by our guests 
Mr. Natubhai Shah (Trustee of 

Maitri Mandal Trust), Dr. Hemant 
Antani (Founder of Arpan 
Hospital), Mr. Krishnakantbhai 
(Treasurer of Senior Citizen 
Forum), Mr. Maheshbhai Pandya 

Prizes were distributed to the 
students for their achievements in 
competitive exams, cultural events, 
sports and yoga to encourage 
them and inspire others as well. 
The performances consisted 
of Kathak dance, garba dance, 
western dance, MJ-5, desh-bhakti 
prop dance, fashion show, lilliput 
dance, chavat dance, skit on child 
labour, random dance by kids and 
yoga dance by national level yoga 
competition winner. Lastly all the 
students had lunch which was 
provided by our beloved donors.
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Birth Anniversary of Shree Ramkrishna

Aadhaar Monthly Activity

On the 183rd birth anniversary of 
Shree Ramkrishna, the trustee 
of Ramkrishna Seva Mandal , 
Mr. Dilip Shah had arranged a 
special dinner for the children 
of Bachhpan NGO. Over 300+ 

In Aadhaar, A monthly activity 
for students was organized in 
order to increase curiosity of 
students by providing them 
knowledge beyond the textbook.

wholeheartedly. Two students    
anchored the event throughout. 
Mind games were organised by 
team of students for all students of 
aadhaar. At the end a few students 
also sang songs and made the 
atmosphere cheerful. This event 
gave them an insight about real 
life lessons of management.

children from various paathshalas 
of Bachhpan  were gathered  at 
ramkrishna paathshala to enjoy 
the meal. Bachhpan NGO is 
thankful to Mr. Dilip Shah for his 
noble deed.

This time, a unique concept 
has been introduced where 
students of Aadhaar organized 
the entire event and participated 
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Summer Camp 2018
Summer Vacation is all about 

fun & enjoyment. Continuing this 
trend of spreading fun & enjoyment 
with learning, Bachhpan NGO 
organized the 5th Summer Camp 
for the students of both Aadhaar 
and Paathshala.

It was three day camp with 
numerous activities. On the 1st Day, 
information was given about facts 
of the Indian cities, procedures 
of applying for Government 

Documents like Aadhar Card, Caste 
Certificate, Income Certificate 
& benefits of saving money. 
Awareness was spread about Fake 
calls in banking and about blind 
faith. Creating best out of waste 
made them conscious about the 

outcomes of waste. To spread 
awareness about the decreasing 
population of sparrows, the kids 
were taught to make sparrow’s 
nest using sticks and twigs.

On the 2nd day, Information 
was given about various Blood-
Groups, National Level Awards, 
Merits of Book-Reading & Day-To-
Day Good/Bad Habits. Students 
also made different art and craft 
models from cardboard without 
using scissor.

On the 3rd day, kids were asked 
to make pencil art without using 
eraser. They were also made to 
play Treasure Hunt. At the end, 
volunteers performed a skit 
explaining the adverse effects of 
addiction.
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Aadhaar Students’ Result

Sr. No. Name of  Students Standard Score

1  AYUSH PRAVINBHAI VAGHELA 4 85.00%

2  DHRUVISHA AJAYBHAI VISHWAKARMA 4 81.00%

3 NARESH KARSHANBHAI BHATIYA 7 A Grade

4 VISHAL DINESHBHAI VAGHELA 7 A Grade

5 RAHUL ISHWARBHAI BHIL 7 B Grade

6 AKSHAT SANJAYBHAI MACHHI 7 67%

7 BHABHOR DEVSINH PANGALABHAI 7 A Grade

8 DEVU LALABHAI GOHEL 8 A Grade

9 SANJUBEN DINESHBHAI BHAGAT 8 C Grade

10 HEMANGINI DINESHBHAI VAGHELA 9 59.85%

11 PRAPTI VIPULBHAI SARGARA 9 79.14%

12 RAHUL SHIVMUNI PASWAN 9 76.57%

13 KOMAL RAMBHAI PRAJAPATI 11th Commerce 79%

14 KINJAL RAMESHBHAI VANKAR 11th Commerce 54.71%

15 NIKHIL DINESHBHAI MAKWANA 11th Commerce 53.42%

16  PRADIP AJAYBHAI VISHWAKARMA 11th Commerce(English med.) 39.42%

17 URVASHI DINESHBHAI SOLANKI 11th home science 51.44%
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Students’ Achievements
 Prapti Vipulbhai 

Sargara
Std 9, G J Sharda 

Mandir
She got 3rd rank in 
General Knowledge 
IQ test conducted 

by Vikas Vartul Trust in her school. 
She also achieved Student of The 
Year award in her school for the 
year 2017-2018. She cleared her 
Music Entrance Exam in subject 
of singing with 1st grade. She 
also participated in Character 
Building & Leadership camp 
and Dream India Camp about 
“Freedom”. On World Water 
Day, she gave an interview about 
“Importance of water” in ‘India 
News’, a Gujarati News Channel.

Mithilesh 
Pareshbhai Bhatti 

Std 5, shri 
govindram 

santram hurra 
primary school, 

Ahmedabad
 He secured 2nd 
rank in sack race. He was awarded  
trophy and certificate for that. As 
a  hobby, he also draws beautiful 
drawings. 

 Ramesh Bhatti & 
Jagdish  Parmar

Std 8, Ellisbridge 
School No. 7

Both of them 
were awarded           
certificate for 

securing 2nd rank in “Parg Board 
Puzzle” in presence of Mr. Vijay 
Rupani in Gunotsav 2018. They 
are also equally active in studies. 
Ramesh secured 78.61 % and 
Jagdish secured 80% in Std 8.

 Vivek Devajibhai 
Saragara 

Std 7, M S Mistry 
School

He achieved 1st 
rank in Tug of War 
and 2nd rank in 

three-legged race in his school.

Kinjal Rameshbhai 
Vankar

Std 11 comm. 
CVM Higher Sec-

ondary School
  She has secured 

3rd rank in mahen-
di competition in 

her school. She also got trophy for 
that. She got 3rd rank in hindi tish-
ri exam organized by Gujarat vid-
hyapith, Ahmedabad.

  Bhavya Bharatbhai 
Parmar

Std 5, K. M. Patel 
Balshala, Mogri

 He  secured 2nd 
rank in quiz com-
petition orga-

nized at his school. He also ap-
peared in  JNV exam 2018.
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Students’ Talent

Free hand Drawing by
Prapti Vipulbhai Sargara
Std 9, G J Sharda Mandir 

Craft work with Paper by
Prapti Vipulbhai Sargara
Std 9, G J Sharda Mandir 

Craft work from Card board  by 
Nisha Paswan, std 9, M U Patel 
Technical highschool
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Donors’ & Supporters’ Review
Mr. Piyush 

Jogani
Principal,

Shree Santram 
V i d h y a m a n d i r , 

Karamsad
  I have been 

working with 
Bachhpan NGO for last 4- 5 years. 
Volunteers of Bachhpan teach 
those children who are financially 
& socially weak and work for 
their betterment. Along with that, 
they teach students good habits. 
To find hidden talent in children 
they frequently organize various 
activities. Thus work of Bachhpan is 
really appreciable. Many students 
of our school are being benefited 
from their work. Bachhpan NGO is 
really doing an impactful work for 
the betterment of child’s future. 
Many many congratulations who 
are working with them.  

Dr. Archana And Dr. Soham 
Dholakia

Dental Surgen, Care 32 Dental Clinic, 
Anand

Bachhpan is the student organised 
NGO working in vidyanagar- 
education town for years. We have 
been witnessing their hardwork, 

Navin D Patel
Retired Business Person

Vallabh Vidyanagar
 I know Bachhpan 
NGO volunteers 
for several years. 
These volunteers 
are          students 

themselves. I am highly impressed 
by their remarkable job. They are   
doing  a  remarkable job by giving 
their  valuable time and knowledge  to   
underprivileged children. They  care  for   
every individual need of a child, too. 
 They also  organize   
various extra-curricular activi-
ties such as sports, dance, yoga to 
motivate and develop self confidence 
in children. These volunteers are truly 
helping  the  children  to   realize   their
full potential. It gives me an im-
mense pleasure in saying that these 
volunteers are doing 
amazing work shaping the future 
of our country. On behalf of my 
family and friends I would like to 
congratulate Bachhpan NGO’s 
volunteers and wish them all the 
success for future. Keep up the good 
work!

dedication and sincerity for nearly 
decade. Many of the students who 
once upon a time had never been 
to school, are today successfully 
learning and enjoying their 
childhood years. There are also 
some students who were able to 
restart their schooling. We are very 
proud to be associated with such an 
NGO !
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Contact Us
+91 9998820066

idbachhpan@gmail.com

www.bachhpan.org

www.facebook.com/bachhpan

www.instagram.com/bachhpan_ngo

www.youtube.com/c/BachhpanNGO

“Not all of us can do great things, but we can 
do small things with great love”

- Mother Teresa


